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Abstract 
 This paper proposes an improved user-centric Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) 
communication in two-base station networks with in-band full duplex (IBFD) user. We derive  
the achievable rates of the proposed user-centric NOMA systems. For benchmarking purposes, we also 
derive the achievable rate for the user-centric system deploying conventional NOMA schemes, Orthogonal 
Multiple Access (OMA) schemes and point-point communication systems. We then analyze and simulate 
the performance of the proposed and all the benchmarked systems. We found that our proposed  
user-centric NOMA approach has a 64% improvement in the total achievable rate when compared to  
the benchmarked approach under similar power constraint. 
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1. Introduction 
Over the last few years, wireless terminals are equipped with a more advanced function 
as transmitter and receiver, e.g., base stations, relays, or mobiles, due the advancement of  
the modern wireless communication systems [1]. With these unique and advanced features 
possess by the wireless terminals, it drives the quest for the use of in-band full duplex (IBFD) 
wireless transceivers. Conventionally, the terminal operates using half-duplex modes, where it 
can only transmit or receive at one time. Therefore, with the IBFD, the wireless terminals are 
able to transmit and receive simultaneously over the same frequency band. This new full-duplex 
capability provides a promising potential that can lead to a two-fold spectral efficiency gain [2].   
The fifth generation (5G) mobile system is expected to be deployed widely in the near 
future [3]. Stronger multiple access (MA) schemes have been identified as one of the key 
techniques to support large-scale heterogeneous traffic and users in the upcoming 5G systems. 
In recent years, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) have gained a lot of research interest 
due to its promising capabilities to achieve higher spectrum efficiency, and to support massive 
connectivity [4-13]. Unlike the conventional multiple access that are based on the orthogonality 
of the resources in either time, code or frequency domains (i.e. TDMA, CDMA, OFDMA), NOMA 
has been shown to accommodate more users by allocating them on the non-orthogonal 
resource, which consequently attain high spectrally efficient radio access and network  
capacity [14-16]. Power domain (PD) NOMA schemes result in non-orthogonality among users, 
where multiple users share the same frequency resources simultaneously by utilizing 
superposition coding at the transmitter and successive interference cancellation (SIC) at  
the receiver [17, 18]. Although NOMA has recognized as a promising multiple access technique 
for 5G but most of the researchers have focused on downlink traffic only [19, 20]. Uplink traffic 
begins to attract the attention since the emergence of new mobile and Internet-of-Things (IoT) 
applications. Uplink traffic plays a significant role when the IoT experiences massive growth, 
which incur intensive uplink traffic by sensing and monitoring characteristic [21]. 
Apart from a more advanced IBFD capability and stronger MA schemes, user-centric 
network (UCN) has also been identified to become new key enabler for 5G networks to provide 
ubiquitous high-speed connectivity to mobile users. Traditional cell-centric networks construct 
the network, where each handset communicates with only one specific cell site at a time. Under 
UCN architecture, multiple cell sites that located around the mobile user are cooperating to 
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provide high data rates to the users in every transmission, letting the mobile user to experience 
like the networks is always following it. Furthermore, UCN could intelligently recognize  
the mobile user’s wireless communication and then can flexibly organize the required cell group 
and resource to serve the mobile users [22-25]. In [20], a local anchor based dual connectivity is 
proposed for UCN as it showed that the average user spectrum efficiency achieves an increase 
of 5% gains over the current LTE system while providing seamless coverage and borderless 
service to a mobile user. In another set of works, there are also studies in both traffics using 
coordinating multiple points (CoMP) approach with IBFD in 5G [1, 24].  
Motivated by the challenging requirements of 5G systems to provide high-speed 
connectivity, this paper proposes a new user-centric NOMA communication in two-base station 
networks with IBFD user. The achievable rates of the proposed system are derived. We then 
analyze and simulate the performance of the system, and compared it with the performances of 
state-of-the art orthogonal multiple access (OMA) and point-point communication systems.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the system model for  
the proposed user-centric NOMA scheme and all benchmarked systems. Section 3 then derives 
the theoretical achievable rate for all studied and benchmarked schemes in this work. Section 4 
presents and discusses the simulation results in terms of the achievable rate attained by all 
schemes. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 5.  
 
 
2. System Model 
Consider a user centric architecture in which two base stations, 𝐵𝑆𝑖 for i∈{1,2,u} are 
supporting a user cooperatively using non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) schemes. Each 
base station has it owns independent messages to be forwarded to the user. The studied 
network topology consisting these three nodes is illustrated in Figure 1, where the distance 
between the two base stations is normalized to one. The user is located in a straight line 
between the two base stations with the distance of d1 from BS1. All the nodes in the considered 
scenario are equipped with a single antenna. The channel modeling used in this paper is 
described as follows. The channel gain between node i and node j is modeled as 𝛾𝑖𝑗 =
1
𝐿𝑖𝑗
 , 
where  𝐿𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝛼  denotes the path loss, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the distance between node i and node j, and α is 
the path loss exponent parameter. Using subscripts 1, 2 and u to denote the 𝐵𝑆1, 𝐵𝑆2 and  
the user node, respectively, the channel gains for all the links in Figure 1 are   
𝛾1𝑢 = 𝛾𝑢1 =
1
𝑑1𝑢
𝛼  =
1
𝑑𝑢1
𝛼 , 𝛾12 = 𝛾21 = 1, 𝛾2𝑢 = 𝛾𝑢2 =
1
𝑑2𝑢
𝛼  =
1
𝑑𝑢2
𝛼. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Effects of selecting different switching under dynamic condition 
 
 
In this work, two NOMA schemes are developed, named case 1 and case 2 schemes. 
Case 1 is the conventional NOMA schemes that consist of mode A and mode B, as in Figure 2. 
Mode A is a downlink transmission whereby the user receives two distinct messages from both 
base stations during first time slot. Mode B is the uplink transmission, which occurs in  
the second time slot to concurrently forward distinct messages from user to both base stations. 
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Denoting the transmitted signal from node i as 𝑋𝑖 and the received signal at node j as 𝑌𝑗,  
the received signals for Case 1 are defined as: 
 
YU =  h1uX1 + h2uX2 + No (1a) 
 
for mode A and  
 
Y1 =  hu1(X1 + X2) + No (1b) 
 
Y2 =  hu2(X1 + X2) + No (1c) 
 
for mode B. Here hij is the channel realization from node i to node j, while 𝑁𝑜 is the noise 
realizations at the respective receivers. The noise is Gaussian with zero mean and unit 
variance, 𝑁𝑜~ N(0,1). We consider static-one dimensional additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN); however, extension to circularly symmetric AWGN channels is straightforward. Perfect 
global channel knowledge is assumed at all nodes. In this paper, the transmit power at each 
node i is set to Pi. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Mode A is illustrated on left side and mode B is illustrated on right side 
 
 
For our proposed Case 2, the mode A during the first time slot is made up of a downlink 
transmission from BS1 to the user and concurrently an uplink transmission from the user to BS2. 
The mode B, occurring in the second time slot, on the other hand is made up of the uplink 
transmission from the user to BS1 and the downlink transmission from BS2 to user. Note that 
when BS1 (mode A) or BS2 (mode B) transmit to user, it causes interference to the BS2 or BS1, 
respectively. The key difference of Case 2 from Case 1 is that the user adopts IBFD technique, 
allowing it to communicate in both directions simultaneously using similar frequency. Figure 3 
summarizes the entire transmissions of mode A and mode B for case 2. Here, the received 
signals for mode A are defined as 
 
Yu =  h1uX1 + No (2a) 
 
Y2 =  hu2Xu + h12X1 + No (2b) 
 
and for mode B are defined as 
 
Yu =  h2uX2 + No  
 
Y1 =  hu1Xu + h21X2 + No  
 
Figure 4 summarized the transmission schemes of Case 3, where it adopts the OMA 
concept whereby the bandwidth of β (0 < β< 1) Hz is shared between BS1 and BS2 for uplink 
and downlink transmission mode. In Case 3, there is no interference exists as different 
frequencies are used at different base stations. The received signals that happens during  
the first (mode A) and second (mode B) time slots for Case 3 are respectively defined as 
 
 BS1 
 
BS2 
d1 1-d1 
User 
X1 X2  BS1 
 
BS2 
d1 1-d1 
User 
XU XU 
 
transmission 
interference 
Time slot 1 Time slot 2 
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Yu
(fi)
=  Xiu +  No (3a) 
 
Yi
(fi)
= Xui + No. (3b) 
 
We denote superscript fi, 𝑖 ∈ {1,2} to define the two orthogonal frequencies used to forward  
the messages concurrently under OMA scheme. 
The final benchmarked schemes are the state-of-the-art point-point communication 
between the user and base station as shown in Figure 5. Mode A and mode B of the point-to 
point downlink and uplink transmissions occur using different time slots. We denote  
the communication between BS1 and user as Case 4, while the communication between user 
and BS2 is referred to as Case 5. The received signals for point-point communication are 
defined as 
 
Yu =  hiuXi +  No; for mode A and  i ∈ {1,2} (4a) 
 
Yj =  hujXu + No; for mode B and  j ∈ {1,2} (4b) 
 
where 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1 denotes case 4, while case 5 is represented using 𝑖, 𝑗 = 2. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Mode A is shown on left hand side whereby mode B is shown on right hand side 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Mode A is illustrated on left hand side whereby Mode B is illustrated on right hand side 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Case 4 is illustrated on left hand side whereby Case 5 is illustrated on right hand side 
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3. Achievable Rates 
This section derives the achievable rate for the proposed NOMA schemes and  
the benchmarked schemes of Orthogonal Multiple Access and Point-to-Point communications to 
evaluate and analyze their performances. 
 
3.1. NOMA (Case 1 and Case 2) 
Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) is the key physical layer techniques used to 
concurrently decode two or more signals under NOMA schemes. The first step for the receiver 
to decode two concurrent signals using SIC is to start with the decoding of messages 
corresponding to the stronger signals, while treating the weaker signal as an interference. Once 
this is correctly performed, only then the receiver can cancel out the stronger signals and 
decode the message corresponding to the weaker signal in the second step. Before we begin 
the derivation of the achievable rate, let us define the received signal power at node j  
from node i 
 
Pij =  Pi hij
2. (5) 
 
using (5), the signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SNIR) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
parameters at receiver node j, assuming the stronger and weaker signals are transmitted from 
node s and w, respectively are 
 
SNIRsj  =
Psj
Pwj+No
 , (6) 
 
SNRwj  =
Pwj
No
. (7) 
 
for a normalized bandwidth B=1, the achievable rates at node j for the stronger and weaker 
channels when adopting SIC techniques are 
 
Rs =  log2(1 + SNIRsj) (8) 
 
Rw =  log2(1 + SNRwj), (9) 
 
which gives the total achievable rates at node j when using SIC to be 
 
RSIC = Rs + Rw (10) 
 
throughout this derivation, we use a normalized bandwidth of 1. Let us now use the concept of 
SIC to derive the achievable rates for the proposed NOMA schemes of case 1 and case 2.  
For the conventional NOMA of Case 1 (mode A), the user is receiving signals concurrently from 
both BSs. Denoting the base stations with stronger and weaker signals using subscript s and w, 
respectively, the achievable rates of Case 1 (mode A) are (11)   
 
R(1A) =  log2 (1 +
Ps.hsu
2
Pw.hwu
2 +No
) + log2 (1 +
Pw.hwu
2
No
) (11) 
 
for 𝑠, 𝑤 ∈ {1,2} and 𝑠 ≠ 𝑤. During mode B, the user is forwarding the same message to both 
base stations simultaneously using superimposed power allocation signal that consist of 
respective message from both base stations. Defining the power allocation at the user as  
𝑃𝑢 = 𝑃𝑢
(1) + 𝑃𝑢
(2), where 𝑃𝑢 is the total transmit power at user and 𝑃𝑢
(𝑗) is the power used to 
forward messages from user to base station j.  Upon receiving the message at BS1, BS1 applies 
SIC technique to remove the interference signal from BS2 if the certain condition is satisfied. 
Therefore, the achievable rate at BS1 can be written as (12) 
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(12) 
 
as for the BS2, different conditions are applied in order to implement SIC to remove  
the interference. As a result, it can only decode at (13). 
 
 
(13) 
 
The achievable rate for case 1 (mode B) is given by (14). 
 
R(1B) = Ru1
(1B) + Ru2
(1B)
 (14) 
 
The total achievable rate for case 1 can be computed by adding the rates during mode A and 
mode B as follows 
 
Rt
(1) = R(1A) + R(1B) (15) 
 
now, we explain the derivation of the achievable rate for our proposed case 2. Our  
case 2 NOMA scheme is different from the conventional case 1 NOMA, whereby user during 
mode A or B receives its intended messages without any interference. As a result,  
the achievable rates at the user during mode A and B can be written, respectively, as 
 
R1u
(2A) = log2 (1 +
P1.h1u
2
No
) (16) 
 
R2u
(2B) = log2 (1 +
P2.h2u
2
No
) (17) 
 
as for the detection of signals at the base stations, from (2b), BS2 during mode A needs to 
decode the message from the user while at the same time it also receives an interference signal 
from BS1. Here BS2 can only apply SIC technique to remove the interference signal from BS1  
if the following condition is satisfied 
 
Ru2
(2A)
= {
log2 (1 +
Pu.hu2
2
No
) if 
P1.h12
2
Pu.hu2
2 +No
≥
P1.h1u
2
No
log2 (1 +
Pu.hu2
2
P1.h12
2 +No
) else
 (19) 
 
using similar approach and condition when obtaining the achievable rate of (19), the achievable 
rate at BS1 during mode B is given by (20). 
 
Ru1
(2B)
= {
log2 (1 +
Pu.hu1
2
No
) if 
P2.h21
2
Pu.hu1
2 +No
≥
P2.h2u
2
No
log2 (1 +
Pu.hu1
2
P2.h21
2 +No
) else
 (20) 
 
The total rate during mode A and mode B, respectively, for case 2 can be summarized as 
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R(2A) = R1u
(2A) + Ru2
(2A)
 (21) 
 
R(2B) = R2u
(2B) + Ru1
(2B)
 (22) 
 
finally, the total achievable rate for case 2 can be written as 
 
Rt
(2) = R(2A) + R(2B) (23) 
 
3.2. Benchmarked Scheme 
For comparison purposes, we also provide the achievable rates for the following two 
benchmark schemes. First benchmarked scheme is named Case 3 that adopts the OMA 
transmission schemes, whereby the bandwidth of B Hz is shared between BS1 and BS2 in 
respective uplink and downlink transmission mode. On the other hand, for Case 4 and Case 5, 
each of the case comprises of point-to-point transmission between User and BS1 or  
BS2 respectively. 
 
3.2.1. OMA (Case 3) 
Case 3 adopts OMA schemes with θ bandwith allocation assigned for BS1 to user 
channel and (1-θ) bandwith allocation for BS2 to user channel during the respective downlink 
(i.e. Case 3A) and uplink (i.e. Case 3B) transmissions. The achievable rates for downlink and 
uplink transmission of OMA are defined respectively as (24) and (25). 
 
R(3A) =  R1u
(3A) + R2u
(3A) = θ log2 (1 +
P1.h1u
2
No
) + (1 − θ) log2 (1 +
P2.h2u
2
No
) (24) 
 
R(3B) =  Ru1
(3B) + Ru2
(3B) = θ log2 (1 +
Pu.hu1
2
No
) + (1 − θ) log2 (1 +
Pu.hu2
2
No
) (25) 
 
The total achievable rate of OMA schemes is (26). 
 
R(3) =  R(3A) + R(3B)  (26) 
 
3.2.2. Point-to-point transmissions (Case 4 and Case 5) 
Cases 4 and 5 are two conventional point-to-point transmission schemes for the user  
to BS1 and user to BS2 links, respectively. The total achievable rate of cases 4 and 5, 
respectively, are: 
 
R(4) =  Ru1
(4A) + R1u
(4B) = log2 (1 +
Pu.hu1
2
No
) + log2 (1 +
P1.h1u
2
No
) (27) 
 
R(5) =  Ru2
(5A) + R2u
(5B) = log2 (1 +
Pu.hu2
2
No
) + log2 (1 +
P2.h2u
2
No
) (28) 
 
 
4. Numerical Result  
This section presents the analytical results comparing our proposed schemes (case 2) 
with the conventional NOMA schme (case 1) and benchmarked schemes (case 3, 4 and 5).  
We set the transmission power for each mode A and B to 1, and plot the achievable rates of all 
five cases against the 9 locations of user from BS1, i.e. d1 = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 
0.9}. For case 1 and 2, all nodes are allocated Pi=0.5, for i∈{1,2,u}, except for the power 
allocated to the user during mode B of case 1, where Pu = 𝑃𝑢
(1) + 𝑃𝑢
(2) = 1. For case 1  
(mode B), depending on strength of the channel gain, we allocate a power allocation of 0.9 to  
the stronger link. This is to ensure that the weaker channel is still active with a power of 0.1.  
Note that, using a different power allocation provides different rates for case 1. As for case 3, 4, 
and 5, all nodes are allocated Pi=1, for i∈{1,2,u} } to maintain the normalized power of 1 in each 
mode. Setting all transmitted powers in such a way ensure each case to be fairly compared with 
a total transmitted power of 2 for both mode A and B. 
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Figure 6 presents the achievable rates of mode A in case 1, R(1A), case 2,  
R1u(2A) + R2u(2B), case 3, R(3A), case 4, R(4A) and case 5, R(5A). We can see our proposed scheme 
(case 2), IBFD technique under NOMA scheme attains the highest achievable rates among  
the 5 cases in mode A. From Figure 6, it shows that our proposed scheme successfully 
improves 64 percent based on R1u(2A) + R2u(2B), 8.934 bps/Hz compare with other schemes that 
attaining the same achievable rate, 5.434 bps/Hz when located at d1 = 0.5. Furthermore, it is 
suspected that d1=0.5 is the cell edge of both BSs due to the symmetry U shape for the user 
centric NOMA and OMA schemes obtain the lowest achievable rate at d1=0.5. At point-to point 
concept, the user gains higher achievable when his location is close to BS1(d2=0). However due 
to the reception signal is getting faded when he is getting away from BS1, the achievable rate 
reaches the lowest when it reaches d1=1.0. 
Figure 7 presents the achievable rates of mode B in case 1, R(1B), case 2,  
Ru2(2A) + Ru1(2B), case 3, R(3B), case 4, R(4B) and case 5, R(5B). We can see that at uplink 
transmission, all cases remain the same shape with symmetry U shape for the user centric 
NOMA and OMA schemes. Besides that, Figure 7 also shows that the achievable rate stays  
the same in both downlink and uplink obtained by OMA Case 3, point-to point case 4 and  
case 5 as mentioned that its reciprocal relationship with its downlink transmission. From Figure 
7, the conventional NOMA case 1 has lowest rate, 3.197 bps/Hz compared to other schemes, 
5.434bps/Hz at d1=0.5 except for case 2. The reason being is both base stations are allocated 
with the 0.9 and 0.1 power allocations to ensure the base station with weaker channels can only 
decode its signal by treating the signals to the stronger base station as interference. As a result, 
we notice that it is better to adopt OMA and point-to point scheme than NOMA case 1 especially 
at low point location, d1=0.5. Again, Figure 7 shows that our proposed scheme successfully 
improves 44 percent based on Ru2(2A) + Ru1(2B), 7.828 bps/Hz compare with other schemes that 
attaining the same achievable rate, 5.434 bps/Hz at d1 = 0.5. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. The achievable rates in downlink transmission 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The achievable rates in uplink transmission 
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Finally, Figure 8 presents the total achievable rates of 𝑅(1), 𝑅(2), 𝑅(3), 𝑅(4) and 𝑅(5) for 
every case 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. We can see that NOMA with IBFD user improves  
the performance at about 54 percentage when compared to OMA, hand-off point-to-point 
communication at d1=0.5. This indicates the superiority of our proposed case 2 specially to 
improve the achievable rates at the cell boundries. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. The total achievable rates 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
Through this research work, we have shown that our proposed scheme at case 2 excels 
in the achievable rate compare with the conventional NOMA scheme and other benchmarked 
schemes under similar power constraint in mode A and mode B. From the angle of spectral 
efficiency, our proposed scheme has successfully offered frequency sharing among the users 
and BS while attaining good achievable rates for both uplink and downlink along the distance. 
Although point- to-point communication leads ahead when they placed near to the BS but this is 
not practical for our future resource allocation with the explosive growth of the data traffic.  
The insights obtained from this initial study will be enhanced to the future works. 
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